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Abstract:
Tertiary or pretreatment of organic effluents 

by advanced oxidation processes (Aop)[1-5] 
catalyzed by a source of sun light  and a powerful 
oxidant is a promising  alternative for the effective 
removal of color and refractory organics  form 
the effluent. Accrual feature in disguising such 
systems is the optimization of operating condition 
(such as UV- and oxidant dosages), which yield 
maximum removal at acceptable costs. The 
present study describes modeling approach to 
keep the oxidant dosage at the most effective level 
to sustain maximum rate of organic degradation.

Key words: Hydroxyl radical-Hydrogen peroxide 
– Degradation

1-Introduction:
Great variety of organic contaminants in a 

wide range of concentrations.  Many of these 
compounds are hard to treat by conventional 
activated sludge systems and may be finally 
released to the environment. Coagulation, 
flocculation, active carbon adsorption or 
membrane techniques can only transfer, more 
or less effectively, the contaminants from one 
phase to another, leaving the final environmental 
problem unsolved. Therefore it is more and 
more necessary to develop destructive systems 
leading to complete mineralization or at least to 
less harmful or easy-to- treat compounds and use 
gamma ray in treatment is much cost and danger 
from this point of view, oxidation of organic 
pollutants is an attractive method. However, 
the direct reaction of organic compounds with 

oxygen requires very high temperatures and 
involves high costs. During the last decade 
a series of new methods for water and waste 
water purification.  The so called advanced 
oxidation processes (AoPs), have received 
considerable attention [5-9]. They have been 
defined as near ambient temperature processes 
involving the generation of short- lived, highly 
oxidative species, especially the hydroxyl 
radical (redox potential = 2.8v). In principle, 
AOPs are characterized by high oxidation rates 
flexibility, small dimension of the equipment, 
and easy adaptability to water recycling 
processes. In comparison with other AOPs such 
as fenton,ozone, UV/O3 , etc., the photolysis of 
hydrogen peroxied shows some advantages such 
as the complete miscibility of H2O2 with water, 
the stability and commerical availability of 
hydrogen peroxied , no phase transfer problens, 
no sludge fromation simplicity of operation and 
lowes investment costs photolysis of  hydrogen 
peroxide is avery simple reaction running with 
high efficiency. In the present paper we have 
selected the UV photolysis of H2O2 [10-11] as 
a source of hydroxyl radicals and investigated 
the decolonization and mineralization of dye 
as a first step of a research amide at evaluating 
the applicability of this technique to the 
applicability of this technique to the treatment 
and re-use of dye house waste water.

2- Experimental 
2.1-reagents
Analytical grade 30% H2O2 , Methyl 

orange (MO), Eriochrom black T (EBT), 
2,6- Dichlorophenol-indophenol sodium salt 
dehydrate (DID),and Xylenol orange (XO) are 
obtained from Sigma Chem. GmbH (Germany) 
and  Ingredients water color E 102-133 is 
obtained from (Malta). 
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Methyl orange (MeO) in acidic medium

Methyl orange (MeO) in basic medium

Eriochrom black T

 

xylenol orange (XO)

Structure of 2,6- Dichlorophenol-
indophenol sodium salt dehydrate  

2,2- Instrumental
 Model U-2910 UV-VIS spectrophotometer-    

pH- meter 

2.3- Photo catalytic reactor and degradation 
experiments
Schematic diagram are illustrated in (Figures 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig(1). Effect of sunlight on MO at different time and [H2O2] = 0.1%
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Fig (2). Effect of sunlight on EBT at different time and [H2O2] = 0.1%

Fig(3). Effect of sunlight on Intgredints water color E102-133
 (commercial dye) at different time and [H2O2] =1%

Fig(4). Effect of sunlight on DID at different time and [H2O2] =1%
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Fig(5). Effect of sunlight on XO at different time and [H2O2] =1%

2.4 Photo catalytic reactor with sunlight 
source:
Outdoor experiment was carried out with 

100 ml Pyrex glass reservoir placed outside 
the laboratory building. Pyrex glass beaker 
containing (50 ml) and (o.5 ml) of 30% H2O2 
[12]. The degraded solution was taken for 
spectra measurement at various times.
Absorbance measurement:  
Four concentrations for every dyes (10-4, 10-5, 

10-6 and 10-7 M) were used to find the effect 
of initial dyes concentrations on color removal. 
Also all of these experiments were performed 
in different time intervals. (0 “absence of 
illumination” 1h,2h,3h,4h,6h,8h,10h,12h,week, 
2- weeks, and 4-weeks). Temporal changes 
in the concentration of dyes were monitored 
by examining the variation in the maximal 
absorption. The absorbance’s of dyes solutions 
before and after degradation was measured at 
different degradation times. The percentage of 
degradation was calculated from the following 
equation: 
Degradation% = [1-At/A0] ×100   [13]

3 –Results
1-Photodegradation of MO in H2O2 is the best 

at sunlight irradiation for high concreted 3×10-7 
M after 4h show table (3).
2-Photodegradation of  EBT in H2O2 is the 

best at sunlight irradiation for high conctrated 
3×10-5 M  after 15h show table (7).
3-Photodegradation of  XO in H2O2 is the best 

at sunlight irradiation for high conctrated 3×10-5 
M  after 4h show table(3) .
4-Photodegradation of  DID in H2O2 is 

the best at sunlight irradiation for high.         
concentrated 6.1×10-5 M  after 10h show 
table(5)                                         .
5-Photodegradation of dye food in H2O2 

is the best at sunlight irradiation for high . 
concentrated after 4weeks show table (9) .
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Table (1)  Effect of  sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence of 0.1 % H2O2    
and time of degradation is one hour.

Table (2)  Effect of   sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence of  0.1 % H2O2    
and time of degradation is 3 hour

Table (3) Effect of  sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2
and time of degradation is 4 hour.

Dyes Initial 
conc.M

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0.48 34% 7.8 7.3 blue blue

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

.28-0.75 
0.50-0.15-
0.20-0.65 23-40-8- 10% 7.25 6.9 blue blue

Methyl orange 3×10-7 0.45 0.1 77% 8 7.5 red red

Commercial dye 1% 0.65- 0,65 0% 7 7 dark 
green

dark 
green

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85 0.55 30% 10 9.5 red red

Dyes Initial 
conc.

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0.42 40% 7.8 6.8 blue blue

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

.28-0.75 
0.40-0.10-
0.15-0.55

25-10-13- 
20% 7.25 6.5 blue blue

Methyl orange 3×10-5 0.45 0.0 100% 7 red red

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0,65 0% 7 7 dark 
green

dark 
green

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85- 0.40 0.45 10 9.5 red red

Dyes Initial 
conc.

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82- 0.61 21% 7.8 7.5 blue blue

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

.28-0.75 
0.55-0.20-
0.22-0.65 15-2-2.1- 13% 7.25 7.0 blue blue

Methyl orange 3×10-7 0.45 0.28 37% 8 7.5 red red

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0,65 0% 7 7 dark 
green

dark 
green

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85 0.65 2-21-33.3% 10 9.9 red red

n.B. El assy
(a)

 and   S.m. abu El hassan
(b)
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Dyes Initial 
conc.M

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0.68 14.6% 7.8 7.7 blue blue

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.85-0.45-

0.48-0.95 
0.75-0.35-
0.30-0.85

11-22.22-37.5- 
10.5% 7.25 7.1 blue blue

Methyl orange 3×10-7 0.45 0.38 15.5% 8 7.5 red red

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0,65 0% 7 7 dark 
green

dark 
green

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85 0.70 15% 10 9.8 violet violet

Dyes Initial 
conc.M

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0 100% 7.8 6.3 blue color 

less

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

0.28-0.75 
0.30-0.05-
0.15-0.45

35-20-13- 
30% 7.25 7.1 blue blae 

blue

Methyl orange 3×10-5 0.45 0.0 100% 8 7.5 red red

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0,65 0% 7 7 green 
dark

green 
dark

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85- 0.30 55% 10 9.5 red red

Dyes Initial 
conc.M

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-4 0.82 0 100% 7.8 7.7 blue brown

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-4 0.65-0.25-

.28-0.75  
0.20-0.0-
0.15-0.45

45-100-13-
30% 7.25 6.5 blue colorless

Methyl orange 3×10-4 0.45 0.0 100% 8 7.4 red colorless

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0,65 0% 7 7 green 
dark

green 
dark

Xylenol orange 5×10-6 0.85 0.20 65 10 9.5 red red

 Table (4)  Effect of   sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2
and time of degradation is 7 hour.

Table (5)  Effect of   sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2
and time of degradation is 10 hour.

Table (6)  Effect of   sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2
and time of degradation is 10 hour.
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Dyes Initial 
conc.

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0 100% 7.8 6.3 blue brown

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

0.28-0.75 
0.10-0.0-
0.15-0.35 55-13-40% 7.25 6.5 blue blue

Methyl orange 3×10-5 0.45 0.0 100% 8 7.4 red colorless

Xylenol orange 3×10-7 0.85- 0,00 100% 10 9.5 red colorless

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0.65 0% 7 7 green 
dark

green 
dark

Dyes Initial 
conc.

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0 100% 7.8 6.3 blue brown

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

.28-0.75  
0.0-0.0-0.0-

0.0 100% 7.25 6.5 blue colorless

Methyl orange 3×10-7 0.45 0.0 100% 8 7.3 red colorless

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85 0,00 100% 10 9.4 red red

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0.65 0% 7 7 green 
dark

green 
dark

Dyes Initial 
conc.

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82- 0 100% 7.8 7.7 blue brown

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

.28-0.75  
0.0-0.0-0.0-

0.0 100% 7.25 7.1 blue colorless

Methyl orange 3×10-7 0.45 0.0 100% 8 7.4 red colorless

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85- 0,25  7.3 7.2 red red

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0.35 30% 7 6.9 green 
dark

green 
dark

Table (7)   Effect of   sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2

and time of degradation is 15 hour.

Table (8)   Effect of   sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2
and time of degradation is one week.

Table (9)   Effect of   sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence  0 .1 % H2O2   
and time of degradation is two weeks.

n.B. El assy
(a)

 and   S.m. abu El hassan
(b)
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Dyes Initial 
conc.

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0.0 100% 7.8 7.7 blue brown

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

0.28-0.75  0.0 100% 7.25 7.1 blue colorless

Methyl orange 3×10-7 0.45 0.0 100% red colorless

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85-0.95-
0.45 0,0 100% 7.3 7.2 red colorless

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0.30 35% 7 6.9 green 
dark

green 
dark

Dyes Initial 
conc.

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0.0 100% 7.8 6.1 blue brown

Eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

0.28-0.75  0.0 100% 7.25 6.1 blue colorless

Methyl orange 3×10-7 0.45 0.0 100% 8 7.4 red colorless

Xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85 0,0 100% 10 9.4 red brown

Commercial dye 1% 0.65 0.20 45% 7 6.8 green 
dark yellow

Dyes Initial 
conc.

Initial  
absorbance

Final 
absorbance

Percentage of 
degradation

pH 
buffer

pH
after

Color
buffer

Color 
after

2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol 6.1×10-5 0.82 0.0 100% 7.8 7.7 blue brown

eriochrome 
black T 3×10-5 0.65-0.25-

0.28-0.75  0.0 100% 7.25 7.25 blue blue

methyl orange 3×10-7 0.45 0.0 100% 8 7.4 red red

xylenol orange 3×10-5 0.85 0,85 0 10 9.9 red colorless

commercial dye 1% 0.65 0.65 0% 7 7 green 
dark green

Table (10)   Effect of  sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2

and time of degradation is three weeks.

Table (11)   Effect of  sunlight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2

and time of degradation is one month. 

Table (12)  Effect of   daylight on different organic compounds in the presence 0 .1 % H2O2    
and time of degradation is one week.
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Discussion 
Figs. 1,2,3,4 and 5 displays decolonization of 

MO, EBT, ingredients water color E102-133, 
DID, and XO in the presence of  hydrogen 
peroxide concentration = [0.1] M ,  at different 
time of irradiation  by sunlight and the initial pH  
for these dyes respectively  is 7.25, 7, 7.8, 7.3 
and 10. It can be seen that the decolonization 
was rapid in case MO and EBT where the 
degradation after 8 hours for MO and after 
10 hours for EBT but it would slow down in 
case XO, commercial dye, and DID.  This is 
due to the hydrophilic characteristics of these 
dyes, and the negligible generation of hydroxyl 
radicals in the bulk liquid under the conditions 
in this study [14]. Therefore, in the absence of 
hydrogen peroxide, the degradation process 
is not allow. Tables explain pH for all dyes 
decrease after irradiation.  After all irradiation 
the solutions for all dyes get colorless that mean 
dyes degradation to CO2 and H2O

The mechanism of reactions  
Sunlight is available throughout the year and 

hence, it could be effectively photo-catalytic 
used for degradation of pollutants in wastewater. 
More over there is no material deterioration in 
case when sunlight is used as a radiation source 
[15]. The detailed mechanism of dyes degradation 
reactive intermediate which is responsible for the 
degradation is hydroxyl radical (OH.). It is either 
formed by the decomposition of H2O2 which is 
an extremely strong, non-selective oxidant (E = 
+3.06 V) which leads to the partial or complete 
mineralization of several organic chemicals [16]:

h+VB+H2O2 → OH.+OH.                      (1)
OH.+ dye → degradation of dye            (2)

4. Conclusion
This is research focus on the development 

of a more reliable photo gradation that can be 
activated by solar light. In the present paper we 
have selected the UV photolysis of H2O2  as a 
source of hydroxyl radicals and investigated the 
decolonization of dye as a first step of a research 
amide at evaluating the applicability of this 
technique to the applicability of this technique 
to the treatment and re-use of dye house waste 
water. The degradation of various dyes and 
reports the main advances. H2O2 has been 
suggested to be efficient for the degradation 
of various toxic organic pollutants e.g dyes in 
water in the presence of sunlight. The findings 
also suggest that various operating parameters 
such as pollutant types and initial concentration, 
initial pH of the reaction medium, of dyes. In 
the present paper we have degradation 100% 
for all dyes at different times.
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